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ABSTRACT

Since 2017, students enrolled in the University of Maine School of Law Refugee and Human Rights Clinic have traveled to Laredo, Texas to participate in a program, sponsored and run by the law firm Jones Day in collaboration with Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid, to provide representation for women in the Laredo Detention Center. Alongside Jones Day attorneys, the students conduct client intake interviews, draft memos detailing each woman’s experiences and any potential legal claims, and assist in the representation of clients. This article will provide a glimpse into the experiences of three Maine Law student attorneys during their time in Laredo, Texas, and will survey issues in the contemporary immigration landscape: first, an overview of the political climate surrounding the immigration debate, current immigration trends, and statistical figures; second, stories providing context for why people are seeking to immigrate to the U.S., and the persecution and challenges faced by immigrant women; third, the shortage of representation for immigrants, whether detained or non-detained; and finally, one of the most challenging and poignant issues encountered by student attorneys participating in the Laredo Project—the separation of immigrant mothers from their children.

I. INTRODUCTION

Marked only by a sign with the red CCA emblem and the words “Laredo Processing Center,” the Laredo Detention Center is almost indistinguishable from the industrial buildings so common in the outskirts of Laredo, Texas—a small town only ten minutes from the U.S.-Mexico border. However, upon closer inspection, this building’s grim purpose becomes clear.

Surrounded by a strengthened perimeter fence and a barren landscape, this detention center is run by CCA, a “full-service corrections management provider”

---
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and the “fifth-largest corrections system in the nation, behind only the federal government and three states.”¹ On any given day, nearly 300 women and men are held in the Laredo Detention Center for immigration-related concerns, ranging from those apprehended shortly after crossing the border into the United States to individuals arrested in the interior who have often lived and worked within the United States for years. Many of these detainees—and especially those who have recently entered the country after fleeing violence or persecution in their home country—are actively seeking asylum and remain in detention as they await legal proceedings to determine bond or even the outcome of their case.

In contrast to its fairly nondescript exterior, the interior of the detention center is unmistakably prison-like. A harsh void of concrete and metal, the building exudes a sense of hostility. Detainees are kept in dormitories—open living spaces designed to house 50 to 75 individuals at a time. Privacy is unheard of in these dorm rooms filled with bunkbeds as the detainees eat, sleep, and spend a majority of their days locked in this one bleak space. Kept at an uncomfortably cool temperature—especially for the detainees who wear only thin, orange jumpsuits—the detention center seems to be devoid of happiness or hope.

Visits by family members of detainees are rare and restricted to extremely limited windows of time. More common are visits by attorneys to detainees who are either seeking representation or who are currently represented. Although comparatively commonplace, coordinating these attorney-client visits is often a test of patience and perseverance. Attorneys wishing to enter the detention center must first receive clearance from both the U.S. Department of Justice and Immigration and Customs Enforcement. Once clearance is received, an attorney must present himself or herself at the Detention Center and often must wait for hours at a time before they are allowed to enter. After providing various credentials at the front desk and surrendering any keys, phones, or other items that could be passed to detainees, attorneys are escorted by guards through layers of security and multiple locked doors to one of two small, windowless attorney-client rooms. Visitors and detainees are closely monitored during these visits. It is in these cold, unforgiving rooms that the detainees are forced to relive their very worst memories in the hope that their past suffering is sufficient to qualify them for a future in the United States.

Although haunting to those who enter the detention center, this facility and the women who pass through it are not unique—they are but one small chapter in the ever-evolving story of immigration detention in America today.

A. The Laredo Project

Amidst the backdrop of ever-increasing detention and deportation in the United States, the international law firm Jones Day, in collaboration with Texas RioGrande Legal Aid, began the Laredo Project. With the goal of “provid[ing] representation to women with claims for immigration relief”—particularly those arising from “gender- or gang-related persecution”—Jones Day established a “full-time presence” in Laredo, Texas.²

¹. Who We Are, CCA, http://staging.cca.com/who-we-are [https://perma.cc/5TVJ-QG5J],
1. The Jones Day Presence

As part of the Laredo Project, the firm and its attorneys host weekly “Know Your Rights” presentations for detained women, meet with and screen potential cases, and, if a woman has a colorable claim, provide full representation—free of charge. Throughout each interaction, the firm’s attorneys aim to educate the women regarding their rights within the immigration system, help them understand the asylum process, and prepare them for the hurdles they will face as their case is processed.

As of April 2018, the firm has met with over 1,400 detainees to determine whether or not they have a viable claim. As of March 2018, the firm has “engaged over 200 clients out of Laredo, assisting them with their legal needs inside the detention facility, including by representing them at Master Calendar and bond hearings, and—for those women who are not eligible for release—by handling the expedited trials to adjudicate their claims for immigration relief.”

2. Jones Day and Maine Law—A Meaningful Partnership

In summer 2017, Professor Anna Welch, the founder and director of the University of Maine School of Law Refugee and Human Rights Clinic, contacted Jones Day regarding its program providing representation for women in the Laredo Detention Center. In conjunction with Laura Tuell, Jones Day’s pro bono counsel, Professor Welch forged a partnership between the Clinic and Jones Day.

As part of this ongoing relationship, each student enrolled in Maine Law’s Refugee and Human Rights Clinic has the opportunity to travel to Laredo for one week at a time to assist Jones Day attorneys in their efforts to provide representation and support to women in the Laredo Detention Center. Throughout each interaction, these student attorneys apply the skills and knowledge they have gathered through working with their own clients in the Refugee and Human Rights Clinic. As part of the Jones Day team, they conduct client intake interviews, draft memos detailing each woman’s experiences and any potential legal claims, and assist in the firm’s representation of clients.

3. The Laredo Experience

This article will provide a glimpse into the experiences of Maine Law student attorneys during their time in Laredo, Texas. First, this article will provide a high-level overview of the contemporary immigration landscape, focusing on the political climate surrounding the immigration debate and then turning to a review of current immigration trends and statistical figures. Second, the article will highlight the stories heard time and time again from the women detained in Laredo. Sharing the common thread of incredible violence and perseverance, these stories provide context for the “why” of unauthorized immigration by illuminating the persecution.

3. Id.
5. Id.
these women faced in their home countries, the dangers they encountered on their journey to the United States, and the challenges they must overcome upon their arrival in the United States. Third, this article will review the staggering lack of representation for both detained and non-detained immigrants, underscoring the vital importance of access to legal information and counsel when pursuing an asylum claim. Finally, this article will turn to one of the most challenging and poignant issues encountered by student attorneys participating in the Laredo Project—the separation of immigrant mothers from their children.

On the trail to “[m]ake America great again,” Donald Trump polarized the American public throughout the 2016 presidential campaign, especially regarding his stance on immigration reform. Adopting an uncompromising approach, he bluntly stated that America must stop “put[ting] the needs of other nations ahead of our own.” President Trump’s campaign statements propelled the issue of immigration to the forefront of American political discourse and consciousness, resulting in a media firestorm that has continued throughout his presidency as his administration has determinedly pursued his pre-election campaign goals.

To provide context for the world in which the student attorneys found themselves while volunteering in the Laredo Detention Center, this section will first give a brief overview of the Trump Administration’s more notable efforts to effectuate widespread reform in the United States’ immigration system. Then, this section will examine the tangible results of the Trump Administration’s efforts by reviewing current immigration statistics and trends.

II. IMMIGRATION TODAY

As noted by various immigration scholars, immigration detention is not a new technique or tactic for countries to deploy in their attempts to combat the influx of immigrants. Indeed, the United States has an extensive track record of utilizing immigration detention as a deterrent—from detaining European immigrants at Ellis Island, to Asian immigrants at Angel Island, to Cuban and Haitian immigrants at Guantánamo Bay. Although monumental in their impact, these historic uses of detention pale in comparison—and particularly in scope—to the contemporary system of “mass detention” that continues to grow and expand, encouraged by the current political climate, prevailing attitudes regarding immigration, and the growing

number of immigrants in the United States today.\textsuperscript{10}

\section*{A. Political Climate}

Early on in his contentious bid for candidacy, President Trump took a hardline stance regarding immigration and particularly illegal immigration.\textsuperscript{11} In his divisive pre-election campaign statements, President Trump outlined three primary goals regarding immigration reform: the necessity of securing the borders of America, the need for strict enforcement of immigration laws, and the requirement that any new immigration policies “serve [the nation’s] own citizens” instead of the immigrants against whom the policies would be enforced.\textsuperscript{12}

Once in office, President Trump immediately began to pursue his pre-election immigration objectives amidst a deeply divided Congress, judiciary, and populace. In furtherance of his campaign goals, President Trump quickly signed two executive orders that prioritized the arrest, detention, and deportation of all unauthorized immigrants living in the United States—a dramatic departure from the Obama Administration’s priorities that focused on noncitizens who had committed crimes within the United States or had recently crossed the border.\textsuperscript{13} The first of these divisive executive orders declared that “[c]ontinued illegal immigration presents a clear and present danger to the interests of the United States” and emphasized the “significant strain” illegal immigrants place on the Federal Government as well as local communities.\textsuperscript{14} To combat this “clear and present danger,” President Trump directed executive departments and agencies “to deploy all lawful means to secure the Nation’s southern border, to prevent further illegal immigration into the United States, and to repatriate illegal aliens swiftly, consistently, and humanely.”\textsuperscript{15}

Throughout his presidency, President Trump has continued to pursue his immigration goals by issuing, as of October 2018, nine total Executive Orders and Presidential Proclamations concerning immigration—each of which echoes the first in its “zero tolerance” tone and aims.\textsuperscript{16} In accordance with these executive directives,
the agencies responsible for the administration and enforcement of immigration law, such as U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), have kept stride with the Trump Administration by promulgating various memorandums and guidance. As noted by immigration law commentators, while less provocative, these “subtle” departmental policy “adjustments” are the force that ultimately “move[s] the United States toward the administration’s ultimate goals of decreasing immigrant admissions and expanding deportations.”

While the Trump Administration has been met with resistance in achieving many of its more visible immigration reform goals, it has nevertheless succeeded


in its pursuit to redefine immigration law at its core. Most notably, the Trump Administration has succeeded in dramatically expanding deportation priorities, narrowing the criteria that qualifies one for asylum, drastically reducing the total number of refugees admitted into the United States, and implementing country-specific screening for refugee admissions. In its time, each policy change has elicited both harsh criticism by those who believe the Trump Administration’s rhetoric has “created a culture of fear amongst immigrant communities” and praise by those who, like President Trump, view immigration as a threat to the United States’ national security.

20. See Executive Order 13768, supra note 13; see also DHS Memorandum: National Interest, supra note 17, at 2 (expanding ICE’s enforcement priorities to include unauthorized immigrants who “(1) have been convicted of any criminal offense; (2) have been charged with any criminal offense that has not been resolved; (3) have committed acts which constitute a chargeable criminal offense; (4) have engaged in fraud or willful misrepresentation in connection with any official matter before a governmental agency; (5) have abused any program related to receipt of public benefits; (6) are subject to a final order of removal but have not complied with their legal obligation to depart the United States; or (7) in the judgment of an immigration officer, otherwise pose a risk to public safety or national security.”). John Sandweg, former acting ICE director, has raised concerns regarding the elimination of previous removal priorities, stating: “The problem is, when you remove all priorities, it’s like a fisherman who could just get his quota anywhere. It diminishes the incentives on the agents to go get the bad criminals. Now their job is to fill the beds.” See Nick Miroff, Trump Takes ‘Shackles’ Off ICE, Which is Slapping Them on Immigrants Who Thought They Were Safe, WASH. POST (Feb. 11, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/trump-takes-shackles-off-ice-which-is-slapping-them-on-immigrants-who-thought-they-were-safe/2018/02/11/4bd5e164-083a-11e8-848c-b07f0957d5_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.93933efe3699 [https://perma.cc/J9XW-KR58].


The Trump Administration’s policies have undoubtedly propelled the issue of immigration to the forefront of American politics, economics, and society. However, questions of immigration and immigration policy will continue to play a substantial role in shaping and defining both this nation and its citizens for years to come, especially in the face of increasing international unrest and the substantial number of immigrants seeking refuge and opportunity in the United States.

B. Immigration and Detention Under Trump: A Look at the Numbers

Upon first glance, current immigration statistics would lead casual observers to the conclusion that the Trump Administration has been foiled in its attempts both to combat the influx of immigrants and to increase the deportation of unauthorized immigrants.

For example, in an April 2017 report, the Pew Research Center estimated that nearly 11.3 million unauthorized immigrants currently reside in the United States. As of November 2018, immigration courts in the United States had 1,098,468 cases pending. Thus, according to these figures, less than one tenth of all unauthorized immigrants residing in the United States are currently involved in ongoing legal proceedings regarding their immigration status. Furthermore, from January through September, 2018, 269,387 new deportation proceedings were filed in United States immigration courts, but only 215,569 cases were completed during that same time period. From these figures, it is clear that U.S. immigration courts are overwhelmed and continue to develop a substantial backlog, despite the Trump Administration’s renewed focus on immigration enforcement.

Along a similar vein, statistics reveal that overall apprehensions and deportations of unauthorized immigrants have decreased since President Trump’s election. Of the roughly 11 million unauthorized immigrants nationwide, U.S. Border Patrol agents apprehended only 310,531 individuals in 2017—a decrease


27. Immigration Court Backlog Surpasses One Million Cases, TRAC IMMIGRATION (Nov. 6, 2018), http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/536/ [https://perma.cc/XVQ8-2KA2].


30. TRAC IMMIGRATION, supra note 27.

31. It is important to note that the demographics of these individuals detained is changing over time. While previous years have been marked by a majority of immigrants from Mexico, a recent CBP report noted that approximately 58 percent of the apprehensions in fiscal year 2017 were of individuals from countries other than Mexico—primarily from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. CBP Border Security Report, Fiscal Year 2017, U.S. CUSTOMS & BORDER PROT. 2 (Dec. 5, 2017), https://www.cbp.gov/sites/default/files/assets/documents/2017-Dec/cbp-border-security-report-fy2017.pdf [https://perma.cc/4JGP-GFY8] [hereinafter CBP 2017 Report].
from the 415,816 apprehended in 2016.\textsuperscript{32} Additionally, 226,119 individuals were removed in 2017—a six percent decrease from the previous year.\textsuperscript{33}

Although these figures seem to run contrary to the Trump Administration’s goal to “swiftly repatriate unauthorized immigrants,”\textsuperscript{34} the effect of the current administration’s policies are nevertheless apparent upon closer inspection.

First, although fewer individuals were removed in 2017, it is important to note that the percentage of those arrested without criminal convictions more than doubled—\textsuperscript{35}a direct result of the Trump Administration’s new and expanded enforcement priorities. Meanwhile, ICE continued to seek out immigrants with criminal convictions, arresting 105,736 immigrants—a twelve percent increase from the previous year’s figures.\textsuperscript{36}

Furthermore, a greater proportion of these arrests were made in the interior of the country rather than at the border, as indicated by a 2017 U.S. Customs and Border Patrol report, which noted the “lowest level of illegal cross-border migration on record, as measured by apprehensions along the border and inadmissible encounters at U.S. ports of entry.”\textsuperscript{37} To offset this decrease in illegal border-crossing during 2017, ICE removed twenty-five percent more unauthorized immigrants as a result of “interior enforcement activities” than they did in the previous year.\textsuperscript{38}

As a result of these efforts, detention rates in the United States are at an all-time high.\textsuperscript{39} According to a November 2017 report released by ICE (following a Freedom of Information Act Request by the Immigrant Legal Resource Center), the average daily population for United States detention centers during Fiscal Year 2018 was 39,322.\textsuperscript{40} As of November 2017, ICE maintained 1,478 adult detention centers—both publicly and privately operated—with a minimum of two facilities in each state.\textsuperscript{41} However, as revealed in the November 2017 FOIA report, privately operated detention centers, like the Laredo Detention Center, dominate the detention landscape, holding nearly seventy-one percent of those detained in Fiscal Year

\begin{footnotes}
\small


\textsuperscript{34} See Executive Order 13767, supra note 13, at 8793.
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\textsuperscript{37} See CBP 2017 Report, supra note 31, at 1.

\textsuperscript{38} See 2017 ICE Report, supra note 33, at 12.


\textsuperscript{40} ILRC Freedom of Information Act Request, IMMIGRANT LEGAL RESEARCH CTR. (June 22, 2017), https://immigrantjustice.org/sites/default/files/content-type/page/documents/2018-03/2017-6-22_ILRC FOIA_to_ICE_FINAL.pdf [https://perma.cc/2W9T-6H5D].
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C. Immigration, Detention, and the Laredo Project

It is into this world of mass detention that the student attorneys participating with the Laredo Project plunged. Immediately upon their arrival, these students were faced with the real-world effects of the Trump Administration’s immigration policies as they met with woman after woman in the Laredo Detention Center. Each interaction brought into clear focus the realities and implications of the current immigration debate as large-scale political arguments and statistical trends were reduced down to their lowest-common denominator: the individual. The students’ time in the Laredo Detention Center was the story of the individual—for it was upon the individual that these student attorneys focused and it will be upon the individual that the consequences of both national immigration policies and the student attorney’s efforts will rest.

In response to the high number of women being detained in the Laredo Detention Center along the southern border, Jones Day, in collaboration with Texas RioGrande Legal Aid, established the Laredo Project. The aim of the Project was to bridge the gap between undocumented women and access to legal counsel. With the help of Jones Day associates and partners, along with law students participating in the Refugee and Human Rights Clinic at the University of Maine School of Law, the women of Laredo, many of them fleeing gender- and gang-based violence, finally had the opportunity to receive pro bono legal assistance. The Laredo Project gave both attorneys and students not only a first-hand account of how the immigration system plays out at the U.S.-Mexico border but also exposed them to the horrific driving forces that push women out of their home countries to the United States. This section will discuss some of the principle reasons why the women at the Laredo Detention Center left everything behind in their home countries, the journey undertaken by many to get to the United States, and the challenges these individuals face upon crossing the southern border into the U.S.

III. STORIES FROM LAREDO

What causes an individual to forsake everything and everyone they know and put their life in imminent peril? Perhaps an even bigger question: why would an individual subject not only themselves but also their child, sibling, or parent to a dangerous journey to the United States? There are an estimated 11.3 undocumented individuals living in the United States. Of these, approximately seventy-one percent come from Central America and Mexico. Although the reasons behind why these individuals abandon their home country vary, the same goals remain:

42. See Cullen, supra note 39.
43. JONES DAY, supra note 2.
44. Id.
45. Krogstad et al., supra note 26.
46. Id.
safety and survival.

A. Underlying Root Causes of Migration

Critics of the immigration system often ask why these individuals cannot simply “wait their turn” rather than enter the country “illegally.” Politicians have also questioned what is perceived to be a lack of patience on the part of undocumented individuals. In an interview, Kansas Secretary of State Kris Kobach suggested young immigrants protected by Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) should “go home and get in line” to come to the United States.47 However, the sequence of waiting in line to apply for legal status, getting permission to enter the U.S., then entering the U.S. legally, oversimplifies a process that has become increasingly difficult to navigate due to an outdated immigration system, quotas and caps on the number of visas available,48 and wait-times spanning up to decades, depending on the type of case.49 International migration is typically caused by push factors, situations that push an individual out of their home country, and pull factors, such as social, economic, or safety reasons.50 This subsection will discuss several principal push and pull factors.

1. Economic Hardship

Despite economic growth in the 2000s, “one in four Latin Americans today remain poor.”51 The Northern Triangle, comprised of Guatemala, Honduras, and El Salvador, faces the most extreme poverty in Central America.52 Of those in poverty, a majority are considered chronically poor—born into poverty and unable to breakout.53 In Guatemala, over half of the population lives below the poverty line and of that group, indigenous people make up about seventy-five percent.54

53. See VAKIS ET AL., supra note 51, at 7.
Agriculture is the country’s largest employer, employing roughly thirty-one percent of the population. However, farm workers face the highest poverty rates due to “inadequate systems of transit, irrigation, energy supply, and other infrastructure in rural areas, which thwarts both productive capacity and potential linkages to aggregators, processors, and markets.” Hondurans face similar economic hardships with approximately half of the population living on less than $1.90 USD per day. In Mexico, many cross the southern border “primarily as a result of inadequate employment opportunities” in their home country. Additionally, despite reforms, an increase in economic growth in Mexico seems unlikely due to corruption, decreases in oil production and oil prices, and low productivity. Bleak economic realities are one of the reasons that many individuals from these countries come to the United States in search of more optimistic futures.

2. Gang Violence

To get to school, Marta, a young Salvadoran woman, had to ride the bus. It was not uncommon for gang members to board Marta’s bus in order to target young women and verbally harass them. Marta often attracted the gang’s attention; different gang members would tell Marta that she was going to become one of their girlfriends, whether she liked it or not. Marta’s mother feared for her daughter’s life. She even pleaded with her daughter to stop attending school, hoping to end the harassment. Things escalated when, in February of 2018, Marta was forced off the bus on her way home by two Barrio 18 members (also known as “Mara-18” or “18th Street gang,” among others) and taken to a side street. When one of the gang members attempted to sexually assault her, she pushed him away and ran home. But even at home, Marta was not safe. While telling her mother what happened, the same two gang members appeared on her doorstep. They demanded money

56. HAMEL, supra note 54.
60. This name has been changed for privacy and safety concerns.
61. Interview conducted in 2018 with a woman detained at the Laredo Detention Center.
from her mother, and stated that if she did not pay they would murder her and take Marta, as well as her sixteen-year-old sister, as payment.70 Marta, her mother, and her little sister abandoned their home that night, sold what they could to get money, and within two days, the family had fled the country.71 In a country like El Salvador, Marta’s story is not unique.

The three countries in the Northern Triangle have consistently been ranked as some of the world’s most violent countries.72 Of the three countries, El Salvador has risen above as the homicide capital of the world and, in 2015, lived up to this title when the homicide rate surpassed that of a country in war, not including countries like Syria.73 In response to women and families fleeing these countries, President Trump threatened to dispatch National Guard troops to prevent Central Americans from entering the U.S., and Homeland Security Secretary Kirstjen M. Nielsen issued a statement warning these individuals that they would face prosecution should they try and enter the U.S.74 For women like Victoria,75 who was drugged, raped, and beaten while pregnant by members of Mara-18 because the child she was carrying did not belong to a gang member, the need to survive outweighed these threats and they came to the U.S. anyway.76

The gang violence pushing many in the Northern Triangle to seek refuge in the United States can be traced to the streets of Los Angeles.77 In the early 1980s, children of Salvadoran immigrants escaping the U.S.-backed civil war raging back home banded together in search of identity and protection.78 These teens went on to form Mara Salvatrucha (“MS-13”) to rival the gang initially formed by Mexicans, Barrio 18.79 Similarly, Guatemalans were fleeing the genocide of indigenous people that was occurring in their country and also being supported by the U.S.80 As U.S. law enforcement began targeting these gangs through the INS Violent Gang Task Force and other initiatives, the deportation of gang members back to the war-ravaged countries was inadvertently enabling an international criminal enterprise to form and

70. Id.
71. Id.
75. This name has been changed for privacy and safety concerns.
76. Interview conducted in 2018 with a woman detained at the Laredo Detention Center.
79. Denvir, supra note 77.
80. Id.
spread. To gain control of their respective territories at whatever cost.

One way gangs in Central America attempt to maintain their power is through the recruitment of young men. Elena is a twenty-year-old Guatemalan woman whose nineteen-year-old brother, Edgar, was targeted for recruitment by the 18th Street gang. When her brother refused to join the gang, they kidnapped him and tortured him, chopping off one of his fingers. Elena and her family feared for their lives so they moved to a different neighborhood thinking they would be safe, but even relocating did not protect the family. The gang found them and turned their attention from Edgar to Elena, stalking and threatening her with rape and murder if she did not become a girlfriend of the gang. On one occasion when Elena was walking home from church, a gang member sexually assaulted her. As he was doing so, he detailed all of the horrible things he would do to her if she did not become a girlfriend of the gang, and even made threats to sexually assault her mother. Because of the 18th Street gang’s stronghold in Guatemala, Elena’s family knew there was nowhere to hide and the threats would not stop unless Elena succumbed to the gang’s threats or was killed. Having only enough money to get Elena and Edgar to the United States, the rest of the family remains in Guatemala in hiding to this day.

For many citizens living in El Salvador, Honduras, or Guatemala, where gangs reign supreme, going to local law enforcement for help or protection is not an option. Where there is an “occasional lack of cooperation between the police, prosecutors, and corrections,” and inadequate resources, many Salvadorans have come to distrust the police. After Elena’s brother, Edgar, was released by his kidnappers, the family went to file a report at the local police station. Rather than offer help, the police dismissed them, telling them that kidnapping was routine for the gangs and there was nothing they could do.

Even being a police officer does not preclude that person from becoming a gang target. Yolanda, a twenty-one-year-old woman from El Salvador, was married to

81. Id.
83. This name has been changed for privacy and safety concerns.
84. This name has been changed for privacy and safety concerns.
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94. This name has been changed for privacy and safety concerns.
the son of a local police officer. Approximately three or four years ago, in order to quell the threat they felt by police presence, members of MS-13 began to target and kill local police officers for bringing charges against gang members. Yolanda’s father-in-law, a police officer for about thirty-five years, was believed to be primarily responsible for the prosecution of local gang members. As a result, in the fall of 2017, the gang found and brutally beat Yolanda’s husband and father-in-law. Neither filed a police report because they suspected the police in their area to be controlled by the gangs. After the attack, MS-13 members threatened to go after Yolanda and the other women in the family. Knowing what MS-13 was capable of accomplishing, the family dispersed. Yolanda and her husband fled to the United States while the rest of the family left for an unknown location.

3. Domestic Violence

While the gang problem in Central America is an issue that has sent men, women, and children alike to the United States in droves, violence against women and girls has also been a driving force for many in Latin America. In 2016, one in three Central American women stated they were fleeing gender violence, and one in four undocumented individuals apprehended by Customs and Border Patrol was female. One of the underlying causes of domestic violence in this region of the world is due to machismo, seen as “a set of cultural expectations for men” which include characteristics like “pride, honor, courage” as well as “imply[ing] sexual prowess and aggressive behavior.”

Pilar, from El Salvador, is all too familiar with machismo culture. Her relationship with her common-law husband, Moises, began when she was only fourteen years old and at first, their relationship started like any other. It was only after Moises returned from the military that his personality changed, and he became physically and sexually violent towards Pilar. The use of drugs only exacerbated Moises’s aggression—often raping Pilar while on methamphetamine and not allowing her to leave the house or have contact with anyone, including her family. The violence heightened when Moises found out that a friend of Pilar’s brothers had
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fallen in love with her. This fact sent Moises into a tailspin, resulting in verbal insults, raping Pilar multiple times a day, and making statements like he would rather see her dead than with another man. When Pilar attempted to seek a restraining order from the local court, Moises threatened to hurt her and her family. At the time Pilar attempted to seek the restraining order, she was living with her family, but once her family heard that Moises was threatening them too, they stopped supporting Pilar and made her go back to him out of fear that he would harm or kill them. Left without anyone’s protection, and as the only way to end the abuse, Pilar left El Salvador for the U.S.

In Guatemala, Susana faced a similar story. Within days of marrying her husband, Ricardo, Susana was subjected to vicious physical abuse. Ricardo grabbed her by the hair and slammed her against the wall while stating that he would kill her. Ricardo lashed out in this manner after he found out that Susana had simply exchanged pleasantries with another man earlier that day. After that initial incident, Ricardo routinely perpetrated abuse, often multiple times daily. Ricardo routinely punched Susana in the face if she refused to have sex with him, held a knife to her throat, and slammed her against the wall or the floor. After the birth of their son, the abuse did not slow down; in fact, it accelerated, with Ricardo physically and mentally abusing their son as well.

In addition to the mistrust many Central Americans have towards the gangs, there is also a deep mistrust of police regarding the reporting of violence against women. In Honduras, where every sixteen hours a woman is murdered, a report by the United Nations stated that “[ninety-five] percent of cases of sexual violence and femicide . . . were never even investigated.” Gloria found this statistic to be frighteningly true on several occasions. After being beaten with a belt and raped by her husband, Ignacio, Gloria went to the police station to file a police report. The police did arrest Ignacio but released him after twenty-four hours. On another occasion, after Ignacio had raped Gloria, she told him that she was planning to file a sexual assault report. Ignacio responded by telling Gloria that she was his wife, and that the police do not care what a husband does sexually to his wife. Gloria
decided against filing the report.

Lucy, a young Salvadoran woman, also suffered physical, sexual, and verbal abuse at the hands of her partner, Raymundo. In addition to the abuse, Raymundo exercised control over Lucy, locking her in the house, breaking her cell phone, and disconnecting the landline telephone. This left Lucy isolated and alone for days on end. One time, after Lucy went to the police to file a report, the police stated they would look for Raymundo but this did not happen. After attempting to go to the police for a second time, Raymundo found out about her attempt and in anger pulled out a gun, putting it to Lucy’s head. Raymundo yelled that the next time he got her alone, he was going to kill her and no one would ever be able to find the body. Knowing she would not be safe even if she relocated to a different part of the country, Lucy set out for the United States within days of being threatened with death. Even after making it to the United States, Raymundo continued to threaten her—harassing her family members and telling them that if she ever returned to El Salvador he would find her and murder her.

Women in Guatemala also face excessive amounts of gender violence and femicide. In 2012, a survey reported that gender violence within the country had reached “epidemic levels” and the United Nations also reported that in Guatemala two women were being killed daily. On four different occasions after being physically abused by her husband, a well-known man in the community, Cristina unsuccessfully sought a protection order from local law enforcement. At a hearing, Cristina recounted an incident where her husband choked her almost to the point of death in front of their young children. When she started crying, the judge asked what she was crying for and even stated that he did not believe her. As the abuse worsened, and after the government in Guatemala evinced they were unwilling to protect her from further abuse, Cristina felt she had to leave.

B. Journey to the United States

For many individuals, escaping abuses they encountered in their home country is just the beginning—the journey to get to the United States brings about additional challenges. Before many can set out for the U.S., they must gather funds to pay el coyote, or “the guide.” Gloria’s mother took out a $5,000 loan to pay for part of her
journey, but there are some individuals who pay up to $10,000, or more, per person. Most of the time coyotes are the sole reason immigrants make it all the way to the United States but, unfortunately, not everyone is so lucky. Stories of coyotes who abandon their charges in the desert of Mexico or refuse to complete the journey unless an additional amount is paid are not unheard of.

To get to the United States, most Central Americans must first travel through Mexico. As straightforward as that sounds, the reality is far from it—especially for women. Upon stepping foot in Mexico, Central Americans become increasingly susceptible to extortion, cartels, robbery, and kidnapping. Of the Central American girls and women who journey through Mexico, eighty-percent of them are raped. There are even areas along the route many take through Mexico that are well-known for having a high rate of rape and sexual assault. These areas are so notorious that women will take birth control beforehand to prevent a pregnancy if they get raped.

The most common mode of transportation for many poor Central Americans is by riding atop a string of freight trains dubiously called La Bestia, or “the Beast.” Riding the Beast is risky, since there are no passenger cars and individuals must ride on top of the train cars. This subjects individuals to extreme heat during the day and brutal cold at night, the possibility of losing their grip, falling off, and losing a limb or life, and the threat of cartel members coming aboard to extort or abuse migrants.

Those who manage to make it through Mexico, having evaded the cartels, kidnapping, and other dangers along way, often arrive at the U.S.-Mexico border dehydrated, malnourished, and incredibly exhausted from a journey that typically takes one month to complete.

C. What Happens at the Border?

Upon reaching the border, some continue to their final destination to reunite with family members while others turn themselves in to CBP. CBP officials are required to send cases where individuals express a fear of persecution in their home country.
or an intent to apply for asylum to the appropriate Asylum Office for a credible fear interview (CFI). Where an asylum officer has determined there is a “significant possibility” that an individual has established a case for asylum and is eligible, the officer will refer the case to an immigration judge so that a full hearing on the merits can be conducted.

Despite the fact that anyone present at the border has a statutory right to apply for asylum, there is a debate whether this right constitutes a substantial liberty interest and thus triggers due process rights. The Eleventh Circuit has determined that because asylum is at the discretion of an official, “there is no creation of a substantive interest protected by the Constitution” but rather “only a right to petition for asylum.” On the other hand, the Ninth Circuit stated that there are certain factors that may be “particularly important in determining the interest affected by any deprivation of rights” according to the Mathews v. Eldridge balancing test. Such factors include “evidence of overall political violence and human rights abuses in foreign countries in the adjudication of asylum claims.” Nevertheless, harrowing reports have emerged from the southern border about CBP officers turning away asylum seekers without conducting screenings of cases and even, in some instances, blatantly lying by stating that the U.S. was no longer accepting applications for asylum. This has resulted in many asylum seekers being stuck in a limbo-like state, sleeping on the streets, and relying on the kindness of others outside ports of entry.

Another blow for asylum seekers came this past summer after a decision in which former Attorney General Jeff Sessions overruled In re A-R-C-G-. This decision has made it increasingly difficult for domestic violence survivors and victims of gang violence to be eligible for asylum. In his opinion, Attorney General Sessions stated that “[t]he mere fact that a country may have problems effectively policing certain crimes—such as domestic violence or gang violence . . . cannot itself establish an asylum claim.” In light of this change, practitioners are now revising the way that they approach these types of cases, including by gathering
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extensive amounts of evidence to corroborate every single claim.\textsuperscript{160}

The work done by Jones Day and Texas Rio Grande Legal Aid in the Laredo Detention Center will undoubtedly be affected, since the Laredo Project primarily works with women who have fled gender or gang-based persecution in their home countries.\textsuperscript{161}

\begin{quotation}
The collateral consequences of entering the United States as a migrant seeking refuge, either at or between a port of entry, are countless. Some asylum seekers who have reached the border describe the experience as an agonizingly pathetic one,\textsuperscript{162} where a years-old idea of the United States collides with the harsh realities of the southern border. For them, the mental and physical toll of the journey cannot simply evaporate at the border.

The defining nature of pressing forward, though, begins to shift after crossing. For the thousands of asylum seekers who are apprehended, the journey to refuge is no longer defined by physical movement as it is by legal movement. As in the physical journey north, there is a wide variance in the amount of time the legal journey will take for a seeker of a humanitarian form of immigration relief in the U.S.\textsuperscript{163} And, likewise in this new legal journey, individual successes will differ. But unlike the physical journey north, there is only one path for asylum seekers to dramatically increase their chances of moving forward once they are here in the U.S.: accessing counsel and legal information.
\end{quotation}

\section*{IV. PROMOTING FAIRNESS AND EFFICIENCY IN IMMIGRATION PROCEEDINGS THROUGH ACCESS TO COUNSEL AND LEGAL INFORMATION}

Unlike criminal defendants in the United States, individuals with cases in American immigration courts are not protected by a constitutional right to the assistance of counsel. As a result, immigrants who face deportation and are unable to secure counsel must represent themselves at their own removal proceedings. Removal defense, a complex area of litigation, is challenging even for skilled trial attorneys, let alone individuals who may have no formal legal training. For those who are detained pending the outcome of their case, the additional challenges posed by the location of the detention itself can make successful \textit{pro se} representation an
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especially challenging feat.

For at least the past decade, a significant number of individuals with cases in immigration courts across the country have not had lawyers to represent them. This includes a clear majority of immigrants who are detained pending trial continuing to go without legal representation, and well over a quarter of non-detained immigrants who are likewise unable to secure counsel. Given the major disparity in the success rates between represented and unrepresented immigrants with immigration cases, the impact of widespread pro se representation cannot be overlooked.

The foundation of our current immigration counsel crisis is late nineteenth century Supreme Court precedent, which affixed deportation trials as squarely within the civil realm and, by that logic, undeserving of the Sixth and Eighth Amendment protections that are afforded to criminal defendants. These critical rights include the right to assistance of counsel and the right to a jury trial. The Supreme Court, however, held in 1893 that constitutional protections afforded to criminal defendants are simply inapplicable in immigration court. The Court declared:

The order of deportation is not a punishment for crime. It is not a banishment, in the sense in which that word is often applied to the expulsion of a citizen from his country by way of punishment. It is but a method of enforcing the return to his own country of an alien who has not complied with the conditions upon the performance of which the government of the nation, acting within its constitutional authority, and through the proper departments, has determined that his continuing to reside here shall depend. He has not, therefore, been deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law; and the provisions of the constitution, securing the right of trial by jury, and prohibiting unreasonable searches and seizures and cruel and unusual punishments, have no application.  

In the absence of a right to counsel afforded to immigration court respondents, certain governmental entities, in conjunction with participating legal nonprofits, have taken action over the past decade to provide these individuals access to legal resources. Some of the most notable resources are funded by the Executive Office of Immigration Review (EOIR), an office within the Department of Justice (DOJ). EOIR’s Office of Legal Access Programs (OLAP) runs a variety of initiatives including, most notably, the Legal Orientation Program (LOP) and the Legal Orientation Program for Custodians of Unaccompanied Children (LOPC). The Vera Institute of Justice (Vera) claims that “eighty-four percent of detained individuals in removal proceedings do not receive legal representation,” and, because of this, “LOP fills a critical gap in this system by providing access to justice for thousands of individuals each year.”

LOP, first funded in 2002, is administered through a contract with Vera and implemented through various subcontracting nonprofits at thirty-eight detention facilities nationwide. LOP most notably includes group orientations sessions which:

[A]re designed to give detained persons—regardless of whether they have access to legal representation—a general overview of immigration law, their legal rights, and the immigration removal process. These orientations explain the removal hearing
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process and provide general information about the statutory requirements for various defenses and forms of legal relief.\textsuperscript{166}

Vera asserts that “LOP participants move through the courts faster” and “receive fewer \textit{in absentia} removal orders.”\textsuperscript{167} LOPC, which is structured through a similar contracting framework as LOP, “provide[s] legal orientation presentations to the adult caregivers (custodians) of unaccompanied children in EOIR removal proceedings.”\textsuperscript{168}

Access to \textit{actual} legal counsel, however, is naturally seen as even more important by immigration activists and community stakeholders who have pushed for years for the realization of universal access. One such initiative, the first of its kind, is the New York Immigrant Family Unity Project (NYUFIP). NYUFIP is a public-defender style program that is funded by the New York City Council and implemented through three New York City public defender organizations: the Legal Aid Society, the Bronx Defenders, and Brooklyn Defender Services. First piloted in 2013, NYUFIP provides near universal access to counsel to detained immigrants with cases at the Varick Street Immigration Court in lower Manhattan.\textsuperscript{169}

Additionally, certain populations of immigrants (those not defined necessarily by their geography) have moved closer to being afforded universal access to counsel. For example, in 2013, following a landmark ruling\textsuperscript{170} out of the Central District of California, the federal government introduced a policy that has provided additional safeguards for the protection of “unrepresented immigration detainees with serious mental disorders or conditions.”\textsuperscript{171} The policy affords “qualified representatives” to individuals who have been declared incompetent by an immigration court.\textsuperscript{172} Notably, however, “qualified representatives” do not necessarily include attorneys.

\textit{A. The Current Immigration Counsel Crisis}

Beyond the aforementioned programs, however, the clear majority of immigrants who are placed in removal proceedings continue to lack any legal assistance. Data compiled through address records by the Transactional Records Access Clearinghouse (TRAC) at Syracuse University indicates a dire situation in terms of representation for individuals with cases in immigration courts across the country. In Texas, for example, there were 91,664 people in immigration court as of
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August 2018. However, only 52,955 (57%) of those individuals were represented by counsel. The situation in New Jersey was not much better, with only 26,470 (64%) of the 40,863 individuals in immigration court represented. California, which has the greatest number of people with immigration cases out of any state, had 138,061 individuals in immigration court in August of 2018, of which only 96,494 (70%) were represented.

The rate of representation is notably lower for individuals in detention, hovering around a nationwide average of thirty percent over the last few years. Other studies and sources of data, however, have determined this rate to be even lower.

Although subject to notable fluctuations, the rate at which individuals, detained and non-detained alike, have been represented in immigration court has been consistently poor for at least the last decade. A 2015 study published by the University of Pennsylvania Law Review “[d]rawing on data from over 1.2 million deportation cases decided between 2007 and 2012” found that “only 37% of all immigrants, and a mere 14% of detained immigrants, secured representation.”

There are a number of factors which may contribute to the fact that non-detained individuals with immigration cases are significantly more likely to obtain counsel than detained immigrants. The inability of a detained immigrant to maintain an income, and, as such, an inability to pay for private counsel, is perhaps one of the more obvious reasons for the disparity.

Furthermore, some have argued the comparatively challenging nature of the practice of removal defense itself—“a much more labor intensive, unpredictable, and time-consuming endeavor” than other areas within the practice of immigration law—may detract would-be removal defense attorneys from the practice. Even if an immigration attorney does choose to take on removal defense cases, he or she may be incentivized to take on only non-detained clients due to the time and travel necessary to represent a detained client. Additionally, if an individual is detained in a remotely located detention facility, the distance between the facility and the nearest affordable immigration attorney may render legal representation
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impracticable.  

B. The Difference Counsel Makes

Detained immigrants who have secured counsel are ten times more likely to see a successful outcome to their case than pro se detainees. The NYUFIP in New York City provides a unique example. According to the Vera Institute of Justice, only 4% of detained cases ended successfully for respondents at the Varick Street Immigration Court before implementation of NYUFIP. Post-implementation success rates for NYUFIP clients, however, are around 48%, representing a 1,100% increase in the rate of success for these detained cases.

There are a myriad of explanations for the extraordinary difference made by access to counsel, most of which center around the very simple fact that it is not easy in any circumstance for a non-lawyer to walk into court and litigate on his or her own behalf. And even for those immigrants who themselves are lawyers or law-related professionals in other countries, the field of American immigration law is, to many them, foreign law written in a foreign language. According to the Vera Institute of Justice:

[T]he majority of individuals facing deportation—and indeed the public writ-large—lack the training, resources, or understanding to effectively identify and exercise their legal rights, particularly those which permit them to remain in the country. This is significant, given that the consequences of deportation can often be a matter of life or death.

The circumstances surrounding detention itself also contribute to the way in which access to counsel makes an extraordinary difference for detained immigrants. Putting together a claim for asylum, for example, typically requires the gathering of country conditions reports, affidavits from witnesses, medical reports, documentary evidence, the composition of a personal declaration from the respondent herself, and the payment of a translator who will translate everything into English. Procuring these documents is extraordinarily difficult without a lawyer. And, for detained immigrants, even those who end up in detention centers with exemplary law libraries, the task of putting together any viable legal defense without a lawyer is even harder.

C. Why Counsel is Important Even When Individuals Have No Cognizable Legal Avenue to Relief from Removal

Concerning detained individuals with no legal pathway, a case can also be made that increased access to counsel is also important in terms of preservation of government resources. An often overlooked aspect concerning access to counsel and legal resources is the fact that detained and unrepresented immigrants in removal
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proceedings, and in particular those who do not have any viable legal pathway to avoid removal, may choose to stipulate to their own removal upon understanding what, if any, legal pathways they have.

*Pro se* cases . . . drain critical resources from ICE. There are a significant percentage of cases in the immigration courts where the outcome is certain from the outset and respondents have no avenue to escape deportation. With competent counsel, such cases are often resolved at an initial master calendar appearance with a grant of voluntary departure. However, *pro se* litigants and litigants who do not receive complete and accurate advice from their attorneys will often make the unwise choice to fight their deportation cases for months or even years, sometimes while sitting in immigration detention.186

Some of these detainees, of course, would otherwise have stipulated to their own removal if only they had known their legal predicament, thus conserving taxpayer dollars afforded to detention. Beyond access to counsel, there is also evidence that access to legal resources more generally also saves the federal government money. According to a 2012 DOJ “LOP Cost Savings Analysis,” LOP participants between fiscal years 2009-2011 “completed their detained immigration court proceedings an average of 12 days faster than those who did not participate in the LOP,” and spent an average of six fewer days in ICE custody.187 The report claims that, because of LOP, “ICE saved on average roughly $677 in detention costs for each LOP participant” during fiscal year 2011.188

In addition to lack of access to counsel, family separation was a dominant theme in the Laredo Detention Center, and in immigration detention centers nationwide. The following section provides an overview of family separations at the border, and offers various legal arguments against a deleterious and far-reaching practice.

V. WHEN REFUGE BECOMES PURGATORY: A LOOK AT THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION’S SEPARATION OF PARENTS AND CHILDREN AT THE BORDER

The separation of parents from their children at the U.S.-Mexico border and within the United States, absent a justifiable child protection grounds, is so fundamentally unconscionable it defies countless international and domestic laws on child welfare, human rights and refugees.189
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A young Salvadoran woman stood in line at a U.S.-Mexico border checkpoint, holding her ten-month-old son, and watched as the mothers who stood before her were ushered off along with their young children to family detention centers. She had escaped severe domestic abuse, including most recently a beating during pregnancy that had caused her to miscarry. The trip from El Salvador through Mexico had been full of its own terrors. After an arduous journey, she presented herself lawfully at the border, holding her baby. She sought asylum for both of them. But when it was her turn to be processed the officials took her son from her arms, amidst the child’s wails and her desperate pleas, and ordered her onto a bus that would eventually leave her in the Laredo Detention Center. When a legal team from the Laredo Project met this woman several days later, she had no idea where they had taken her child, or if she would ever see him again.

The domestic abuse this woman described was brutal, including battery and rape, but her trauma from this violence seemed to pale in comparison with the pain she was currently enduring from the seizure of her son. Generally, when interviewing asylum-seekers, the client must unearth deeply scarring memories in telling her story to see if she qualifies for legal relief. This was, however, the rare instance in an asylum screening where the interviewee seemed to suffer more from the reality that she was currently living than from the brutal past she was recounting. Her foremost fear was being deported without her son. Indeed, the attorneys and volunteers could not tell her with any certainty that if sent back to El Salvador, she would see her son again. A few months later, in May 2018, the Trump Administration would announce family separations as official policy.

This section briefly traces the evolution over the last year of the current government’s practice of separating detained immigrant parents and their minor children, the most pertinent organizational and political responses in the last months—including the ACLU’s class action suit against the Trump administration, and then provides an analytical overview of the legal issues this practice raised.

A. The Situation: Family Separations and Humanitarian Responses

In the last year, numerous reports emerged noting an apparent increase in separations of detained immigrant parents from their children, purported plans to officialize the practice as a deterrent and punitive measure, and subsequent responses on the part of humanitarian organizations and politicians to try to halt the practice.

In November, 2017, two immigrants’ rights organizations, Al Otro Lado and Pueblos Sin Fronteras, released a report documenting an influx in U.S. CBP officers taking minor children from their parents who crossed the border seeking asylum from Mexico and Central America.190 The cases they found involved children as young as one year old.191 In some instances, immigration officials called the children in alone for questioning, and then, simply, “the parent did not see the child again.”192

Once the immigration system separates children from their detained immigrant parents, the minors are then designated as “unaccompanied alien children” and
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transferred to a shelter run by the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR).\textsuperscript{193} The children’s immigration cases are processed separately from the cases of their parents and, depending on their circumstances, the children may be released to a relative, guardian, or custodial organization such as foster care or a group home.\textsuperscript{194} The American Pediatrics Association has explicitly condemned separating children from their parents.\textsuperscript{195} The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has stated the family separation policy is an affront to the “overwhelming body of scientific literature that is replete with evidence of the irreparable harm and trauma to children caused by separation from their parents.”\textsuperscript{196}

Practically speaking, since the child is placed in his own distinct immigration proceedings, this means that a detained parent whose child is taken away, may later (or shortly) be sent back to her country without her son or daughter; we now know this indeed occurred with at least 366 children, as discussed below.

As discussed supra, the great majority of parents who flee with their minor children and reach the border are coming from Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Mexico.\textsuperscript{197} El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras are regularly listed as countries with the highest homicide rates in the world.\textsuperscript{198} “El Salvador became the world’s most violent country not at war in 2015, when gang-related violence brought its homicide rate to 103 per hundred thousand.”\textsuperscript{199} Unsurprisingly, a primary motive for minors and families who flee these countries is to escape gang violence and cartels.\textsuperscript{200} Coupled with the well-documented dangers of the journey itself, parents who choose to escape with their children are often compelled by desperation.\textsuperscript{201}

In December 2017, the Women’s Refugee Commission and seven other major immigrants’ rights organizations filed a complaint with DHS, on behalf of families who were separated at the border in federal custody.\textsuperscript{202} The complaint stated a visible increase in this practice, the ensuing harm and violation of legal obligations, and sought a (DHS) investigation to halt such separations when used as methods of deterrence and punitiveness.\textsuperscript{203}

That same month, the New York Times reported that the Trump administration
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was planning on discouraging illegal immigration by separating parents who crossed the border without documentation from their children, rather than holding them together in family detention centers.\(^{204}\) While the Administration had not yet announced family separations as official policy, and in fact had previously stated they would not officialize such a practice,\(^{205}\) organizations all over the country that serve detained immigrants had documented cases of these separations.\(^{206}\)

In January 2018, over 200 child welfare organizations sent an “urgent appeal” to DHS to stop any such plans, citing both the legal violations and the “ample evidence that separating children from their mothers or fathers leads to serious, negative consequences to children’s health and development.”\(^{207}\)

In February 2018, seventy-one members of Congress signed a letter to DHS, expressing concern over the various reports on separations of children from their immigrant parents, and opposing the practice.\(^{208}\) A few weeks later, the ACLU filed a national class action against DHS over the separation of a Congolese mother from her daughter and other similarly situated plaintiffs.\(^{209}\) The government released the named plaintiff several weeks later, reuniting her with her child, however, the case continues.\(^{210}\)

On May 7, 2018, former Attorney General Jeff Sessions announced that the federal government would formally be separating parents from their children at the U.S.-Mexico border as a method for deterring these crossings.\(^{211}\) His announcement
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made official what many advocates on the ground had already been witnessing and fighting for months.

Then on June 26, in a victory for immigrant rights, a federal judge issued a preliminary injunction in the ACLU’s case, ordering the government to reunite all children under the age of five with their parents by July 10, and all children over the age of five by July 26.212 The judge also enjoined ICE from deporting any more parents or children prior to their reunification.213 The deadline was not met. As of August 21, more than 500 children remained separated from their parents.214 366 of these children’s parents have already been deported.215 Various government agencies, along with the ACLU and other non-profits are working on locating the deported parents to get their children back to them. The ACLU, however, has stated that the process remains uncertain given that many parents are unreachable and presumably in hiding, having been returned to a country they originally fled.216

B. Legal Arguments Against Separating Detained Immigrant Parents from Children

There are numerous legal arguments against using separation from one’s minor children as a deterrent and punishment for crossing the border to seek asylum. The foremost one, which this article focuses on, is that such a practice, particularly when used to deter illegal immigration, is a substantive and procedural violation of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. The practice also violates federal asylum law and the Administrative Procedure Act.

1. Violation of the Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause

The Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment, providing that, “[n]o person . . . shall be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law,” applies to all persons on United States soil, regardless of citizenship or legal status.217 As the Supreme Court has stated, “[w]hatever his status under the immigration laws, an alien is surely a ‘person’ in any ordinary sense of that term. Aliens, even aliens whose presence in this country is unlawful, have long been recognized as ‘persons’ guaranteed due process of law by the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments.”218 Thus, the Due Process clause of the Fifth Amendment applies to immigrant parents detained by Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP), both agencies of the federal government.

Under this constitutional protection, detained immigrants, like all persons within the United States, have a liberty interest in remaining united with their natural
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children. The Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause, like its Fourteenth Amendment counterpart, “guarantees more than fair process.”219 The provision includes a substantive component that grants heightened protection against government interference with “certain fundamental rights and liberty interests.”220 Such liberty interests include the right to conceive and raise children.221 The liberty interest of parents in the “care, custody, and control of their children” is arguably the oldest of the fundamental liberty interests recognized by the Supreme Court.222 Because staying united with one’s natural child has long been recognized as a fundamental right protected by the Due Process clause, “it is a right that is extended to everyone, including both legal and illegal immigrants, provided they are physically present in the country.”223

The government’s invasion of a fundamental right, such as the right to custody of one’s child, receives heightened judicial scrutiny.224 Under this standard of review, the practice of separating children from their detained parents is unconstitutional. As the Supreme Court stated in Washington v. Glucksberg, the Due Process Clause “provides heightened protection against government interference with certain fundamental rights and liberty interests.”225 In Lassiter v. Department of Social Services, the Court stated that its “decisions have by now made plain beyond the need for multiple citation that a parent's desire for and right to ‘the companionship, care, custody and management of his or her children’ is an important interest that 'undeniably warrants deference and, absent a powerful countervailing interest, protection.’”226 Moreover, the sole justification that the Court has found suitable for depriving parents of their fundamental right of custody is protecting the child’s welfare.227 Immigrant children, however, are being separated from their parents without any purported concern for the child’s welfare, and indeed at the cost of the child’s welfare.228 This practice is thus an unconstitutional deprivation of an essential right.

Lastly, should the government assert that its justification is national security, with the goal of deterring illegal immigration through the fear of losing one’s child, such a tenuous link would fail the tailoring required when invading a fundamental right.229 A compelling justification can still be constitutionally indefensible where
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the means are not narrowly tailored to further the ends.\textsuperscript{230} The “Constitution protects the sanctity of the family precisely because the institution of the family is deeply rooted in this Nation’s history and tradition.”\textsuperscript{231} Rupturing this institution, in the hopes that it will discourage families fleeing unspeakable violence from making a treacherous journey, is an unconstitutional violation of the substantive rights endowed by the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.

Taking immigrant children away from their detained parents to deter illegal immigration is also a violation of procedural due process; it is done without a hearing or any procedural safeguards. “Procedural due process imposes constraints on governmental decisions which deprive individuals of ‘liberty’ or ‘property’ interests within the meaning of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.”\textsuperscript{232} Accordingly, when the State intervenes to terminate a relationship between a parent and their child, this action must be done through procedural safeguards that fulfill the requirements of the Due Process Clause,\textsuperscript{233} thus protecting the parent from being erroneously denied his or her fundamental right to raise their child.\textsuperscript{234} Many parents detained in the immigration system receive no process before they are separated from their children.

2. Violation of Asylum Law

Legal practitioners also cite this practice as a violation of U.S. asylum law, arguing that it impedes asylum-seekers’ access to the asylum process in several ways: separation scatters evidence, divides asylum cases, and obstructs a family’s ability to present asylum claims.

This practice can critically affect an asylum-seeker’s ability to gather evidence necessary to their claims. “When asylum-seeking families are divided between different detention centers, certain family members may have difficulty obtaining evidence that may be crucial to their cases. As a result, adjudicators may only hear fragments of their stories and rule on incomplete facts.”\textsuperscript{235} In the December 2017 complaint filed by the Women’s Refugee Commission and seven other major immigrant rights’ organizations, the parties explained that

\begin{quote}
[T]he practice of dividing family units at the border leads to the unlawful result of depriving asylum seekers of access to the asylum process—as a result of the deterrent effect of family separation and due to the unavailability of critical legal evidence and witnesses—and stripping them of their right to seek asylum under U.S. law.\textsuperscript{236}
\end{quote}

In addition, splitting up parents and children divides asylum cases, often forcing
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family members to pursue separate asylum claims when legally their claim should be joined as one. “[W]hen families are detained in different federal facilities, there is no way to regularly monitor this or inform the detainee where another family member is located, making it nearly impossible to reunite or pursue a joint asylum claim without counsel.” Accordingly, those families who escaped their country together, fleeing the same danger, may proceed to have their cases heard “by different judges, on distinct timeframes, and even in separate federal circuits governed by disparate case law. This also creates administrative inefficiencies for the immigration courts and worsens the courts’ tremendous backlog.”

Legal advocates have also maintained that these separations detract from the parents’ abilities to seek asylum because the trauma and panic over reuniting with their children eclipses the parents’ ability to focus on their cases—70% of which are already proceeding without legal representation and thus require vast attention from the pro se asylum-seekers. But even for represented clients, the American Immigration Council has stated that, "[a]ttorneys working in the family detention context report the difficulty that their clients have in focusing on their own cases when they are preoccupied with investigating the whereabouts and well-being of their loved ones." Indeed, this psychological effect was evident when interviewing the aforementioned mother at the Laredo Detention Center; her despair over her son’s whereabouts meant she struggled to listen to the attorney’s questions as she was single-mindedly intent on reuniting with her child, even if that meant returning to the dangers she had escaped. Both our domestic and international legal obligations under asylum law are thus thwarted by this practice.

3. Violation of the Administrative Procedure Act

The Department of Homeland Security’s detention of immigrant parents from their children, when carried out with no procedural safeguards and for objectives other than the child’s welfare, is also a violation of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) as it is arbitrary and capricious agency action. Under the APA, a court reviewing agency action must hold such action unlawful when it is found to be “arbitrary [and] capricious.” An action fails this standard when the agency gives no reason for their decision. In numerous documented instances, including that of the named plaintiff in the ACLU’s suit, no explanation was given for the children being taken away. As the ACLU stated in Ms. L.’s case, “the government has provided no reason at all for separating Ms. L. and her child. Its complete failure to
explain such a consequential decision is quintessential arbitrary government action.”245 For the aforementioned reasons, much of the implementation of DHS’s unofficial practice can also be challenged under the APA.

C. Recommendations

The more humane, lawful, and efficient approach would be a return and expansion of community-based alternatives. On June 20, 2017, the Trump administration closed the Family Case Management Program that had housed hundreds of asylum-seeking families with particularly vulnerable situations: pregnant women, mothers who were nursing, and families with very young children.246 These were “full-service” programs, composed of supervision, monitoring, and case management resources.247 The facilities looked less like prisons and more like counseling centers. They came with social workers who connected the asylum-seekers with attorneys, linked them with healthcare and housing, guided them through the nebulous court system, and helped children access schooling.248 Contrary to fears that such a program would result in a lack of individual compliance with the legal immigration system, U.S. government data reports that 95% of those participating in these programs appeared for their scheduled court hearings.249 These alternative programs shielded families and children from the trauma of detention, in addition to sparing asylum-seekers of all ages from the unspeakable pain of being torn from one’s child, or from one’s parent.

Non-profit organizations have also advocated for a legal system that protects immigrant children without “unduly delaying decision making” and with proper procedural protections.250 Such recommendations have included incorporating a “best interests of the child” standard into all levels of the system’s contact with the child, providing additional resources to immigration courts to decrease the often inhumane backlog, instituting court-appointed attorneys, and an increase in “asylum officers, and additional post-release caseworker services, to protect children, assist families, and ensure attendance at proceedings.”251

Those who make it to U.S. borders seeking refuge under domestic and international law should neither be punished nor re-traumatized, nor deprived of their fundamental human right to custody of their children, nor of their right to seek asylum under international and domestic law. The administration’s recent practice was both unlawful and unconscionable. Its ramifications continue to affect both
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those children who are once again with their parents yet still traumatized, and those
who remain separated from their parents with no sure end in sight.252

VI. CONCLUDING NOTE FROM PROFESSOR ANNA WELCH253

To date, over a dozen Maine Law students enrolled in Maine Law’s Refugee and Human Rights Clinic have volunteered with the Laredo Project dedicating thousands of hours to help ensure that the due process rights of immigrants detained at the Laredo Detention Center are upheld. This work is part of a larger effort among immigration lawyers who have mobilized across the country to help address the acute legal needs of immigrants caught up in our ever-growing immigration detention system.254 Despite this mobilization, the supply of licensed lawyers around the country simply cannot meet the need for legal representation among immigrants. Law school students have helped bridge this gap by volunteering through their law school clinical programs seeking to ensure that immigrants can access the relief to which they may be eligible.

The opportunity for law students to volunteer at the border has proven invaluable both to the immigrants they serve and to the students themselves. For the immigrants, those with access to counsel are much more likely to win their cases in immigration court than those who are forced to go it alone.255 For the law students, the educational benefit cannot be overstated. Students take what they have learned in the classroom and see how U.S. immigration laws and policies are playing out on the ground. Students also witness firsthand the critical role lawyers play in impacting real lives. The opportunity is also life changing: many Maine Law students have continued to volunteer with the Laredo Project for an additional week or even for a full semester, and return from their work at the southern border inspired to continue to advocate on behalf of vulnerable populations.
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